
       
  

 
 
News Release    
 

Terraplay launching MOVE 3.0 for connected mobile gaming 
 
Stockholm, May 17 2005 
Terraplay Systems releases version 3.0 of its MOVE platform, aiming at game 
service providers wanting to launch a broad suite of connected games across 
many channels. 
 
Terraplay is now following up on the success of its Terraplay MOVE™ platform, the 
most widely deployed solution for multiplayer mobile gaming, by offering a 
complete solution for online enabling all types of mobile games. 
 
MOVE 3.0 consists of a powerful lobby and community server supporting both 
single-player and multiplayer games, a cross-operator billing gateway for advanced 
in-game charging, and a highly optimized multiplayer server enabling all types of 
multiplayer games – from turn-based to real-time action – on all networks. The 
lobby server includes features such as customised game rooms, high scores and 
associated tournaments, tools to up-sell, cross-sell and stimulate viral marketing 
and super-distribution, and an Asset Server for in-game download of digital assets 
such as language packs, new skins, tracks and levels. 
 
“Terraplay MOVE can help publishers and operators to further increase value and 
revenues from their games offerings”, says Sven Hålling, CEO of Terraplay, “the 
MOVE solution is also highly cost efficient as it can support a wide range of 
connected games in one installation”. 
 
Terraplay MOVE is offered in two packages, either as a complete solution operated 
by the customer – typically a games publisher that wants to online enable its 
complete portfolio of games across all channels – or as an ASP solution where 
operators and aggregators share into a global online gaming community, each 
under its own channel brand. 
 
For more information about Terraplay MOVE™, please go to www.terraplay.com, or 
contact: 

Sven Hålling, CEO, Terraplay Systems AB  
Email: sven.halling@terraplay.com 
Phone: +46-705 82 53 23 
Carl Östholm, Vice President Sales 
Email: carl.ostholm@terraplay.com 
Phone: +46 705 987213 
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About Terraplay Systems AB  
Terraplay Systems is the leading supplier of multiplayer and connected gaming solutions, enabling 
game publishers, network operators and service providers to provide successful revenue generating 
gaming services to large communities. Terraplay MOVETM is a complete solution for mobile 
connected gaming, including a powerful lobby with strong community tools for all types of games, 
and multiplayer connectivity for simple turn-based games through to fast-paced real-time 3D 
games. Comprehensive development tools for Windows®, PlayStation®2, Xbox® and for mobile 
devices including J2ME™, Brew™, Symbian™, mophun™ and Microsoft Mobile™ help our partners 
bring the best out of their games when going online. For more information on Terraplay solutions or 
the worlds most comprehensive catalogue of mobile multiplayer games titles please visit 
www.terraplay.com. 
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